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Important Definitions:
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Withdrawal during the drop
period or before the term
begins = DROP
Withdrawal after the drop.
period with punitive or non
punitive grades = WITHDRAW

Standard Definitions used by the VA:

Important Information:

❖

The VA does not understand
what we mean by fall/ spring/
summer. The VA only looks at
the start and end dates for a
particular session. Therefore,
each start and end date is
considered its own term. Terms
that overlap can be combined
for full-time status. Students must
spread out their registration
through the various parts of
term to remain full-time
throughout the semester. For
example: taking all coursework
in the first half of the term will
only get a student paid their
monthly allowance for that part
of term.

❖

❖

❖

VA Certification of Enrollment
Submitting registration information to the VA through the online VA
Once system via manual input.
Students must have completed the online Request For Veterans
Benefits through myWings.
Degree Applicable
Coursework must appear on the Degree Evaluation or we must
receive an email from the Academic Advisor.
We must have a way to demonstrate to the VA that the student is
taking degree-applicable coursework.
Enrollment Period
Each part of term is considered its own term and must be certified
individually to the VA.
We submit the start and end dates of the term and the VA
calculates the registration vs term length.
In-Residence Coursework
Coursework with any online [DL) or self-study component is
considered "distance."
Students taking all online coursework are paid at a different rate for
their monthly housing allowance.













Fill-In Rule - Students can fill-in a
full-time schedule with any
credit hour coursework du1ing
their graduating term even if
not related to program.

